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Proverbs 1:1-7 “These are the proverbs…Their purpose is to teach people

wisdom and discipline, to help them understand the insights of the wise.

Their purpose is to teach people to live disciplined and successful lives, to

help them do what is right, just, and fair. These proverbs will give insight

to the simple, knowledge and discernment to the young…Fear of the lord

is the foundation of true knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and

discipline.”

Proverbs 3:16-18 “Wisdom is more valuable than precious jewels; nothing

you could want can compare with it…”

Proverbs 14:12 “There is a way that seems right to a man but it ends in

death.”

Proverbs 3:13 “Blessed are those who find wisdom, those who gain

understanding, for she is more profitable than silver and yields better

returns than gold. She is more precious than rubies; nothing you desire

can compare with her.”

HOW TO FIND WISDOM:

LEARN THE _______________________ OF GOD.

HAVE A _____________________________ HEART.

SIGNS YOU NEED MORE OF A TEACHABLE SPIRIT:

– CHRONIC FAILURE

– A DEFENSIVE SPIRIT

Proverbs 9:8-9 “Do not rebuke mockers or they will hate you; rebuke the

wise and they will love you…”

– YOU ISOLATE DURING A DIFFICULT SEASON

Proverbs 29:1 “For people who hate discipline and only get more

stubborn, there’ll come a day when life tumbles in and they break, but by

then it’ll be too late to help them.”

BEGIN A ____________________________ SEARCH.

Matthew 7:7-8 “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find;

knock and the door will be opened to you…”
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